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At Access, we are 
passionately committed 
to helping you live the life 
you choose, your way.

to support your care specific to your needs and aspirations.

Your health and wellbeing is our priority and our holistic 
approach considers your lifestyle, family, friends, and social 
connections. Trust us to be a part of your journey.

0800 284 663
access.org.nz

Proud Gold sponsor 
of Spinal Support NZ



President’s Report

Welcome to the first Supporter Newsletter of 2021

As the days slowly get shorter and a little cooler, Its a nice time of year 
where its not too hot or too cold, and even though there seems to be a 
high demand on my time lately,  I still really love to squeeze in as much 
summer activities as I can,  from picnics at the beach with family and 
friends, to jobs around the house and sorting the gardens for Autumn and 
Winter. 

I guess it hasn’t started out the way we had all hoped, or was it just wishful 
thinking.  I’ve had a lot of people say to me, they thought 2021 was going 
to be an improvement of 2020 but they feel its gotten worst. It may have 
not started out the best, but I am still optimistic this year will see an 
improvement. The fact that we seem to be able to quash any outbreak 
fairly quickly, and with the vaccine rolling out. I’m not overlooking the hardships we’re going through. We all have 
those times when we feel the weight of a 10 ton truck on our shoulders.  I just prefer to not dwell on it, and 
concentrate my energy on positive things, any little achievement will do. I think its better for your health. 

We are slowly making progress on our Community Peer Supports training course, we have about a dozen good 
people willing to help so far. It was great to be able to chat with them via ZOOM last week. As you can imagine 
making progress with this has taken a little longer than we had hoped. So its great to finally lock in the dates and 
finalise the bookings. 

Please stay safe out there, if you push a manual chair,  please remember to wash your hands more regularly, 
you don’t know what your wheels are coming into contact with, which I was reminded of recently. thanks Puppy! 
On that cheery note I bid you fear well. 

Kind Regards Brendan Tourelle
Spinal Support President

Peer Support

Spinal Support New Zealand Membership

09 270 3526
info@spinalsupport.nz  

SPINAL SUPPORT NZ - WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VAN TO HIRE

Spinal Support NZ are currently recruiting for volunteer Community 
Peer Supporters, who will provide support to our members following 
their discharge from the Auckland Rehabilitation Unit. Receiving 
support from someone who has first-hand experience of facing these 
same challenges, often helps improve an individual’s confidence and 
self-esteem and can help the mover come other perceived barriers. 
Sharing your experiences and supporting someone else as they 
come to terms with their injury or impairment, may have a 
significant impact on how they rebuild their lives. 

If you are interested in this opportunity please email office@spinalsupport.nz  or contact Denise on 09 270 3526 
for further details.

Just a reminder that we are still running our Community Peer Support Zoom meeting every two weeks on a 
Friday at 1PM (details on our Facebook page and we also send our members the Zoom link by email)

Community Peer Support Zoom Meetings

CONTACT:

SPINAL SUPPORT NZ ART GROUP
EVERY MONDAY AT THE ASRU



REGISTER TO OUR PROGRAMMES TODAY!

THE HALBERG GAMES IS COMING UP SOON...

30 Bairds Road, Otara, Auckland   1640                                               
Postal address: P.O. Box 200121, Papatoetoe Central Post 
Shop, Papatoetoe, Auckland 2156

Phone: Email: 09 270 2503 office@parafedauckland.co.nz

www.parafedauckland.co.nz

Strength & Conditioning South 
at the Spinal Unit Gym & North at Massey Uni Fitness Studio (Weekly)

www.parafedauckland.co.nz/strength-conditioning

Boccia Central
at Blind Low Vision NZ & South at Manurea Table Tennis Club (Weekly)

www.parafedauckland.co.nz/boccia

Table Tennis
at the Manurewa Table Tennis Club (Weekly)

www.parafedauckland.co.nz/para-table-tennis-training

Our goal for 2021 is to have the biggest parafed Auckland Team
Visit our website to REGISTER today!

www.parafedauckland.co.nz/teamakl

JOIN OUR PARAFED AUCKLAND COMMUNITY AND FOLLOW US!



Big Bertha’s Travels by Sally Wenley

PAPCool converted campervan - Here’s Big Bertha. A campervan that has been modified so a wheelchair
user can access it from the back via a lift and hop onto the passenger chair which swings around like a
boat’s captain’s chair. The only down-side to this 1990 Fiat Ducato is that it is a manual van with no power
steering. That means as a T11 paraplegic I can’t drive but I have plenty of friends who can so have been
having lots of fun on North Island roads. When the first COVID-19 lockdown struck at the beginning of 2020
and international travel was thwarted I started looking for an accessible camper van, but the pickings were
slim, if non-existent. I rang camper hire companies as well as those that sell camper vans. No one was
interested in investigating whether any were available and promptly said ‘No, there aren’t any which would
suit someone in a wheelchair.’ Meanwhile I had heard there are a few around the country but rarely come
up for sale. However, ‘Big Bertha’ (which I named) popped up on Trade Me as an older couple, one of
which used a wheelchair, who had travelled around the country in her over several years decided they had
done enough time in their motorhome.

Thankfully, it was kept near Auckland, so I had a look and immediately put down a deposit. Luckily, I did as
several other potential buyers were also soon offering cash to buy it. Big Bertha has a small toilet with a
basin and hand-held shower in a small room at the back. I cannot quite fit in it so use public toilets and
showers where possible.

While holidaying over summer beside a friend’s batch at Waitete Bay in the Coromandel I showered by
sitting on my Roho cushion on a plastic barbecue chair and used a hand-held portable shower head which
clicked onto a hose. It was in a paddock, so I sometimes ended up with sheep poo under my feet! The
cooking area is a suitable height for my wheelchair and includes a small fridge, double element hob and a
grill underneath it. We also use a little portable barbecue which we set up outside on a regular basis. The
trickiest task to manage is emptying the used sink water and toilet waste when the storage tanks under
the van are full. This happens by parking beside a dumping station and attaching hoses so the waste can
drain out into an underground tank. There are two ‘couches’ in the van which have properly certified safe
seat belts. This means Big Bertha can have four passengers on the roads. I can either sit on one of these or
wheel up to the front and transfer into the passenger seat which swings around to make that possible.
When it comes time to set-up for the night the couches can be used as two single beds or set up to make

a double bed. There is also a double bed above the cab which my daughter climbs up onto. Big Bertha is
lots of fun, but not fast! Our next adventure we are planning is a trip across the Cook Strait and down the
West Coast of the South Island. If you see a retro looking camper van with a bumper sticker on the back
saying: “If you think we’re slow now, wait till the hills.” Give it a wave.



Why Access Matters - By Juliana Carvalho
From the day one I sat in a wheelchair, many
rights I always took for granted disappeared:
places I could not go, things I could not do
because of lack of accessibility, looks and attitudes
that could not be avoided and systemic barriers
that would make my life so much harder should I
not have an impairment. The list is endless, but for
many of the issues there is a solution: accessibility.
The removal of barriers (physical, to
communication and information, attitudinal,
systemic) is complex but is doable and it will be a
real social and economic revolution in this country.
Do you know that 24% of Kiwis identify as having
some form of impairment? And these people have
family, friends and other connections that will also
be impacted by what I call the accessibility
revolution. The good news is that the revolution is
on its way. Is not if, but when. Since 2017 I have
been a campaigner and social media amplifier for
the Access Matters campaign developed by The
Access Alliance. The Access Alliance is a
movement comprised of ten founding member
organisations from the disability sector, working

with a range of supporting organisations, business
champions, and nearly 7000 individual supporters,
representing and advocating for people with
access needs. Our goal is to have accessibility
legislation, that sets out a legislative framework
for how accessibility standards across a number of
domains will be developed and implemented over
time to accelerate accessibility. In September
2018 I had the privilege of presenting a giant
booklet with personal stories of New Zealanders
living with disabilities to Minister for Disability
Issues Carmel Sepuloni, at Bowen House in
Wellington. These stories are representative of a
range of systemic barriers, which the one in four
New Zealanders living with a disability face on a
daily basis and highlight the imperative for
accessibility legislation.
Juliana and Access Matters campaigners present stories to

Hon Carmel Sepuloni

Juliana leading the Overcoming Parade in Brazil- protest for better outcomes 
for people with disabilities

Before ending up in a wheelchair I was quite unaware
of physical barriers. I was the kind of person that would
avoid looking or interacting with someone with a
disability. It was uncomfortable. Very likely because I
never had any contact with someone with disability. I
was the first person I met in a wheelchair. I had a
healthy life until May 2001 when one day I felt unwell,
after a week I went to hospital and 48 hours later I was
totally paralyzed. It started with pins and needles in my
legs, then my arms, then nothing, I just could move my
head. I was dying in the Intensive Care Unit. The
doctors tried everything and prepared my family for the
worst. I survived. But It took ages until I got a possible
diagnosis: transverse myelitis caused by Lupus. TM
incidence is 1.34 in a million but caused by lupus there
are fewer than 100 cases described in the medical
literature. In plain English, I had a massive
inflammation in my spinal cord caused by an
autoimmune disease. I like to think I am very rare and
special! After 37 days I went home. My first reaction
was to cry. There was an overwhelming pain in my
heart. Nothing could change the reality that
surrounded me: I was 19 years old, was in a wheelchair
and could not move or feel ¾ of my body. The life the
way I knew was over, but after my rehabilitation I found
joy, so I can promise you, there is life after SCI. Two
decades down the track, I also found purpose and a
deep sense of responsibility. It’s not that want to, but I
need to advocate for myself and for others in the same
boat.

Juliana at the 2020 People’s Choice Accessibility Awards for Business



The awards highlight the fact that accessibility is
good for business, and that good businesses are
great for accessibility! Every fortnight we will be

calling for nominations of businesses and
organisations that are committed to accessibility in
the following eight ‘areas of life’: Education, Built
Environment including, Public Transport, Social

Inclusion and Leisure, Employment, Goods and
services, Tourism and Hospitality, Digital Spaces and
Media. The finalists with the most votes in each of
the eight ‘areas of life’ will become the People’s
Choice Accessible Business Award winners for their
respective ‘area of life’ category. The Awards
Ceremony will be held at 6:00pm, Tuesday 15 June
2021 in a lively 90-minute hybrid live/virtual
multimedia presentation. Everything you need to
know about the Awards can be found at
www.accessalliance.org.nz/2021_peoples_choice_acc
essible_business_awards

Please, nominate businesses who you think deserve
to be recognised for leading the way toward a fully
accessible Aotearoa New Zealand and showcase why
#AccessMatters for all Kiwis.

Back to my original question, why access matters?
Everyone should have opportunity to study, work, to
have social life and to contribute to our society.
Another day without accessibility legislation means

another day a person with disability in this country
is denied the chance to achieve their potential.
#Enough is enough.

In December 2018, Minister Sepuloni announced the
Government’s ‘Accelerating Progress Towards
Accessibility in New Zealand’ to design an approach to
achieve fully an accessible Aotearoa New Zealand.
Throughout 2019 and 2020, the Access Alliance
supported MSD to develop robust advice on this work

programme. In June 2020 Cabinet documents
proactively released, Hon Minister for Disability Issues
Sepuloni noted that she intend to propose that an

Accessible Aotearoa New Zealand bill be introduced to
the House during 2021. The campaign is on full steam
but to achieve this ambitious goal - we – individuals
directly affected by the lack of accessibility – need to
put pressure on our politicians and ensure it is
prioritised. As part of the campaign, the alliance are
putting together a selection of “voxpops” (short,
punchy video statements) from advocates who can
share a recent example of a disabling experience. You

can check the video I have done in this link
https://vimeo.com/504224301

You can add to the campaign by making your own
video - simply film yourself talking about why
#AccessLawNow matters to you. Just use your phone
or device. Your clip will be edited, made black and
white to show we are still in the dark without
#AccessLawNow, captioned, and published via the
Access Alliance web and social media channels. You
can send your videos to Taryn Banks from the
campaign team: tbanks@blindlowvision.org.nz
Hashtags for the campaign are #AccessLawNow
#EnoughIsEnough #Let’sMake-History

The Access Alliance also announced that nominations
are open to the 2021 People’s Choice Accessible
Business Awards, the event which I have the privilege

to be an Ambassador of is sponsored by Cookie Time
Charitable Trust. The awards ceremony is a way to
recognise businesses and organisations that go the
extra mile to enable everyone to fully participate in
society. These are Kiwi businesses that provide
opportunities to learn, to get a job, to access goods,
services, events and facilities, and to take part in
community and social life.



ACC By Mike Buis



Accommodation

Welcome to Richard Tuki- Vice President, Spinal Support NZ ( and Bessie)

Goodbye to Diane and Floyd at the ASRU

The majority of our members will be familiar with Diane (and the charming Floyd). Diane has been an 
integral part of our rehabilitation team. The patients really enjoyed their cooking lessons and hand 
therapy ('Miss wax on/wax off') . Diane had a talent for  showing the patients  wheelchair skills. 
Floyd was great at patient support and training staff members to bring in the best prime steak.
Diane has been part of the rehabilitation team at the ASRU for the past 20 years. The partners are leaving 
the ASRU on the 1st March 2021 and are looking forward to their retirement. 



Health



Vela Tango  
Independence Chair
The Vela Tango is a unique indoor mobility 
chair that creates independence for anybody 
with reduced mobility.

>  Walkable and offers stability with a central 
brake. More functional than a wheelchair 
or walker for indoor tasks. 

>  The 20cm height adjustable by an electric 
switch under the armrest. Allows for a 
greater reach, functionality and assisted 
standing. 

>   The seat can rotate 90° LH and RH.  
A quick release button will fold back the 
armrests to accommodate easier transfers 
to another seat or bed.

>  Award winning 2-part ALB backrest with 
adjustable lumbar support, including tilt 
and height adjustability.

0800 238 523 | mortonperry.co.nz

visit our 
NEW 

website

TA Electric Toilet Lift
>  A high quality vertical lifter designed to  

assist people with weak leg muscles  
to stand and sit unassisted from  
a normal toilet. 

>  40cm of variable lifting interval provides 
increased independence for the user.

Obi Independent  
Dining Robot
>  With the touch of a switch, Obi allows  

users to select between four compartments 
of food and to command when the food is 
delivered to their mouth.

>  Obi increases independence, social 
interaction, and effective food capturing  
like never before! 

>  Obi is perfect for eating out! Obi is portable, 
3Kg and provides up to 3 hours of eating 
time per full charge.

>  #1 Occupational Therapist Recommended 
Robotic Feeding Device in the U.S.

Taurus Electric Walker
>  The TOPRO Taurus has electric height  

adjustment by a simple push of a button 
and can assist some users from sit to 
stand.

>  Adjustable forearm supports, and a  
wide range of accessories make this  
the ideal walking aid for users with 
restricted mobility. 

>  Suitable for users 140cm – 210cm.

>  6 Optional accessories available.

Visit our new website for:
Product information

Video demonstrations 
Testimonials & Clinical Studies Library

Pegasus Carbon
>  Ultra lightweight, rigid carbon fibre frame, with stylish 

detachable shopping bag and backrest.  
Additional helpful accessories available. 

>  The rollator can be collapsed with one hand and 
secured with the lock clamp for transport or storage.

>  The unique edge guard feature prevents the walker 
from catching on furniture legs and doorframes.  
The tilt assistance function gives the foot a wide area  
to step on and tilt the walker up to navigate kerbs.

Warranty

Intouch A4 Ad June 2020.indd   1 17/06/2020   12:58:34 PM
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1. Name
The name of the Society shall be “Spinal 

Support New Zealand”.
2. Registered Office
The registered office of SPINAL SUPPORT 

NZ shall be at such place as the Executive 
Committee may from time to time 
appoint. 

3.  Objectives
 The objectives for which SPINAL 

SUPPORT NZ  is established are:
a) To be a voluntary non-profit organisation 

formed to advocate for the requirements 
of people with spinal cord impairment 
(SCI) in all areas of consequence to them 
in their lives. 

b) To correspond with national and 
international bodies to keep SPINAL 
SUPPORT NZ informed of up-coming 
initiatives and to benefit from the research 
and resources available that recognise 

rehabilitation as an on-going process.
c) To be an independent body specifically 

representing people with SCI
d) To monitor any proposed changes 

in legislation that may impact on the 
necessary standards of care and the 
specific needs of people with SCI and 
ensure the changes:
• Do not negatively affect standards of 
care and the specific needs of people 
with SCI.
• Provide for improved standards of care 
and cater for the specific needs of people 
with SCI. 

e) To make sure that an optimum quality of 
life exists for people with SCI living in the 
community.

f) To assist persons with new spinal 
impairments in their transition from 
hospital to community living by ensuring 
that they are all well-informed of their 

rights and the services available to them.
g) To explore avenues where necessary 

to provide emotional, psychological 
and spiritual support for those persons 
who suffer from the trauma of spinal 
impairment.

h) To undertake any work which may 
appear to SPINAL SUPPORT NZ to be 
in accordance with the above objectives 
and do such things as are incidental or 
conclusive to the attainment of the above 
objectives.  

i) All funds of SPINAL SUPPORT NZ shall be 
applied exclusively towards the charitable 
objectives, aims and purposes.

j) It is to be clearly understood by the 
members and officers of SPINAL 
SUPPORT NZ, that all its funds must 
be used to promote the above listed 
objectives of SPINAL SUPPORT NZ for its 
activities within NEW ZEALAND.

RULES OF SPINAL SUPPORT NZ
PREVIOUSLY THE ASSOCIATION FOR SPINAL CONCERNS INCORPORATED (TASC)
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SPINAL SUPPORT NZ GATHERINGS
PAPATOETOE COSMOPOLITAN CLUB

53 Rangitoto Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland
Wednesday 31st March 2021

11.30am till 3pm

SILVERDALE RSA CLUB
43a Vipond Road, Stanmore Bay, Whangaparaoa

Wednesday 12th May 2021
12 noon till 3pm

Hamilton Cossie Club
Wednesday 26th May 2021

12 noon till 3pm

Phone: 09-270 3526

Email: info@spinalsupport.nz

Hours Mon-Fri 9.00am - 4.00pm

Location Auckland Spinal Unit
30 Bairds Road, Otara

Mailing Address Private Bag 93319
Otahuhu, Auckland 1640Office Manager: Denise Roberts  

President: Brendan Tourelle
Vice President:  Richard Tuki

Office Manager: Denise Roberts  
President: Brendan Tourelle
Vice President:  Richard Tuki

Manaaki te ora pai
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